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paper describes and analyzes the circuits which have

Absfract—This

been used successfully for TRAPATT

oscillator

to a better understanding of the TRAPATT
model of the oscillator
The circuit

studies. The results lead

oscillator

and yield a simple

which is useful for circuit design.

characteristics

of ms experimental

TRAPATT

oscillator

II.
In order

to understand

Therefore,

circuit model calculations.

signal behavior

conclusions can be drawn from

the analysis. First, the avalanche diode requires sufficient capacitance near
the diode to sustain the high-current

state required for TRAPATT

oper-

ation. Seeondly, at a distance from the diode corresponding to approx.
inmtely one half-wavelength

at the TRAPATT

frequency the transmission

~me containing the diode should be terminated
function of the filter is to pass the TRAPATT

by a low-pass filter.

shorting plane for the harmonics of that frequency. Finally,
side of the filter, tuning for the TRAPATT

The

frequency and to provide a
on the load

frequency is required.

The model of the circoit deseribed above suggests a simple explana-

the operation

of an IMPATT

Fig. l(a) is a plot

diode

SimpliIled

time. The profile
taxial germanium

shown here is for a 6-GHz n+-p-p+ epidiode [4]. The plots are made for the par-

region

on the left. The holes then drift
mechanisms

of the avalanche-generated

mental oscillator.

turns

conclusion of the analysis is that the hlgh-

efliciency operation of avalanche diodes at frequencies in the UHF range
can be explained

by the TRAPATT

plasma or low-voltage

theory,

even though the trapped-

state may last only &rth

of the oscillation

period.

I. INTRODUCTION
NEW high-efficiency
mode of operation using avalanche-diode oscillators has been obtained in silicon
A

diodes by Prager, Chang,

and Weisbrod

[1] and in

germanium by Johnston, Scharfetter, and Bartelink [2]. This
mode is characterized
by efficient conversion of dc to RF
energy (up to 60 percent), operation
at frequencies well
below the transit-time
frequency of operation, and a significant change in the dc operating
point when the diode
switches into the mode. This paper describes several oscillator circuits which have been used to obtain the highefficiency
or TRAPATT
(Trapped
Plasma
Avalanche
Triggered

Transit)

mode of operation,

and suggests a simple

model to describe the operation
of these oscillators.
The
next section is a review of the important
ideas which describe the TRAPATT
mode of operation and were first presented by Sharfetter, Bartelink, Gummel, and Johnston [3].
Section III describes the mechanical and electrical properties
of the coaxial circuits used to obtain the TRAPATT
mode.
The last two sections present a simple model for the oscillator and discuss the conclusions which can be drawn from
the model.

point

in

off the avalanche

to the right

and the

of this mode of oper-

of the field by the space charge
carriers.

The reduction

prematurely

in field

and thus reduces the

phase delay provided by the avalanche. This in turn reduces
the negative conductance of the oscillator.
Another
saturation
mechanism
is illustrated
in Fig. 2.
Here the effect of the space charge on the field can be seen
after generation has stopped and the holes have drifted into
the lower field region

of the diode.

Again

the space charge

is depressing the field, so that to the left of the carrier

pulse

the carrier drift velocity may drop below saturation
and
some carriers may be trapped for a short time in the lowfield region.

This change in carrier

a lossy process as will be
TRAPATT
mode. However,
terminal current waveforms
the transit-time
frequency is
The diode shown in Figs.
efficiency

oscillations

velocity

is not in itself

seen in the discussion of the
it does sufficiently change the
so that the power generated at
reduced.
1 and 2 will also generate high-

at frequencies

below 3 GHz.

at the bias current densities used in
diode exhibits no small-signal negative
quency range. Therefore in order to
oscillations,
it has been found that

However,

these oscillators,
the
resistance in this frestart the TRAPATT
very large IMPATT-

generated
6-GHz
voltage
swings must exist across the
diode. Thus, in the TRAPATT
mode these two saturation
mechanisms, i.e., space-charge suppression of the avalanche
and carrier trapping, play an important
role.
Fig. 3 shows the situation
which can occur when the
diode

shown

previously

is operated

where these large RF voltages
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at a particular

ticular point in the RF voltage and current waveforms indicated by the squares in Fig. l(b). The carriers shown have
been generated by avalanche breakdown
in the high-field

The results agree within a few percent with those obtained for an experiAn important

densities

IMPATT

ation is seen in the depression

oscillator.

and carrier

in an oscillating

waveforms suggested by the model have been used to calculate power out-

in a TRAPATT

oscillator.

of the field profile

put, efficiency, dc voltage change, and RF impedance for the oscillator.

interaction

of high-efficiency

this section will begin with a review of the large-

electrons to the left.
One of the saturation

tion of the diode-circuit

MODE

oscillators, it is necessary to understand what happens when
large RF voltage swings exist across an IMPATT
diode.

are determined from measurements on the circuits and from equivalent
The following

THE TRAPATT

carrier

densities

in a high

can develop.

Q circuit

The field

and

are shown at a point

in time just after the

diode voltage has reached a maximum.

In this case, the large

overdrive

in voltage causes the generation

of a large amount
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to reduce the field~to nearly zero

of charge which is sufficient

m+

A

on the left. However,

:~E.A:o~wN

j;+,++~++++,++++

above the critical
—FIELD
+++ HOLES
---ELECTRONS

\

*

DISTANCE

(a)

created which
filled

with

the field ahead of these carriers

field.

travels

a plasma

Thus,

an avalanche

through

the diode

of electrons

leaving

the diode

and holes and nearly

electric field. Because of the low-field condition
is trapped
and is extracted at the boundaries
charge-limited

is still

zone has been
zero

the plasma
by space-

flow.

The terminal characteristics of this mode for the full cycle
are shown in Fig. 3(b), Initially,
there is a current which
charges the depletion

layer capacitance

to a voltage of about

twice the breakdown
voltage. This initiates the traveling
avalanche zone which drops the voltage to almost zero. The
particle current is very high during this low-voltage
state.
After the plasma has been removed from the diode, the current drops to a low average value and the voltage returns to
near the breakdown
mode of oscillation,
of efficiencies
(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Large-signal IMPATT field and carrier densities during
the avalanche portion of the RF cycle indicated by the squares in (b),

value. Therefore

this is a very efficient

which has been calculated

to be capable

of over 60 percent in silicon and 50 percent in

germanium
[5].
A final point to be made is that this mode can exist without generating

high-efficiency

oscillations.

In that case, the

peak voltage is slightly less, the traveling avalanche does not
travel through the complete diode, and it leaves behind only
a small amount
of trapped charge. Computer-simulated
oscillators have shown trapped-plasma
states existing for
oscillations
From

with

less than

this description

mode, at least one circuit
order

to obtain

III.

DISTANCE

Fig. 2.

Large-signal IMPATTfield andcarrierdensitiw
during the drift portion of the RF cycle.

voltage

the IMPATT

efficiency.

requirement

self-starting

IMPATT-generated
trapping

1 percent

of the operation

of the TRAPATT
is clear. Namely,

TRAPATT
swings

oscillation

oscillation,

must

in

large

be obtained

in a high-Q

by

cavity.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

In this section a short description and anadysis of the circuits used to generate TRAPATT
oscillation are presented.
The typical circuit used in much of the experimental work is
shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a coaxial
ber of coaxial tuning
circuit

described

air line with a num-

sleeves and is similar

by Iglesias

shown here is the 500-MHz

to the IMPATT

[6]. The particular
oscillator

which

example

generates

5.5

watts of CW power at 43 percent efficiency. ‘The type of circuit has also been used by Johnston [2] to obtain 3-GHz
TRAPATT
DISTANCE

(a)
A

w
0=
403
~;o

o
>

pulse

conditions.

The

large

Measurements

on the section of line containing

the four

tuners to the right of plane A-xl can easily be made since the
line contains a connector pair at that point. Fig. 5 shows

I

0
l–

(b)
Fig. 3.

under

be described in Section V.

+
j

~

operation

number of tuners in this circuit would be a handicap for
some applications;
however, the results of the analysis presented here have led to the construction
of a very simple circuit using mainly commercial components. That circuit will

TRAPATT
waveforms. (a) Field and carrier
density. (b) Voltage and current.

the return loss of the section of line containing
the four
tuners, looking
from A-A toward the load. The general
characteristic
of the circuit, when it is adjusted for highefficiency operation of the oscillator, is seen to be that of a
low-pass filter. Most frequencies above 3 GHz are reflected
by the filter formed by the four tuners. The second point to
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diode. Fig. 6 shows the results of such a calcl dation
to 1 GHz and from 6 to 7 GHz. At 460 MHz,
has a substantial
reactance

Fig. 4.

TRAPATT

500-MHz

oscillator

region, a
a shorted
provides
460-MHz

circuit.

1969

from O

the impedance

real part, about 35 ohms, and a capacitive

of 20 ohms. The Q is about

1. In the microwave

small part of which is shown, the circuit looks like
transmission line, approximately
30 cm long, which
a resonance every 500 MHz. At harmonics of the
oscillator frequency, the circuit presents a small

series resistance (about 2 ohms) to the diode, and a reactance which approximately
resonates the diode. The Q at
—

CCLCULATEO
ExPERIMENTAL

.

these harmonics

is calculated

tent with locking

to be about 300 and is consis-

range measurements.

20.00

IV.
Next

%
~ 15,00
W
0
-1
z
c
2

u
cc

consider

oscillator.

MODEL

the dc operating

The dc bias current

point

●

the conduction

current

is the dc current,

state exists for less than

5.00

recovery
.1
I
I .00

4.00

3.00

FREQuENCY

Return

5.00

1000

6.00

7.00

8.(

GHz

current
duration

tuner.

loss versus frequency for the four-slug

the high-current
hand,

the

the diode sets a minimum

time from the plasma state of about 0.1 ns. There-

fore, TRAPATT

I

2.00

less than

0.2 ns. On the other

transit time of the carriers through

01
o

for the 500-MHz

is generally

A/cm’. On the other hand, the conduction current required
[5] for the initiation
of the trapped plasma in these diodes is
10000-20000
A/cm’. Therefore, since the average value of

I 0.00

Fig. 5.

OSCILLATOR

operation

will occur only if the conduction

consists of pulses of current
occurring

oscillation.
The conclusion

once during

approximately

0.1 ns in

each cycle of the 500-MHz

suggests the diode model

shown in Fig.

7(a). Here, it is assumed that the diode can be represented
by a current pulse generator and the diode’s depletion layer
capacitance. Fig. 7(b) shows the sampling probe used to
measure the high-frequency
waveforms which are confined
to the first section of air line. The transfer
current

I 000
FREQUENCY,

MHz

plot
w
z
=
0
LLb
z
do
0
u

-1oo

_:’s~~

probe

response.

diode model is very good.
These results suggest the following

______

,/
,-1

plot

simple interpretation

of the operation of the 500-MHz oscillator. The large voltage
pulse which passes the probe at A, reaches the diode at B,

t“

and triggers the traveling avalanche
initiates a high-current
low-voltage

7.G

6.5

FREOUENCY,

GHZ

Circuit impedance at the active terminals
the diode for two frequency ranges.

note is that the circuit
500 MHz.

The third

:/

6.0

Fig. 6.

shows the calculated

!!2!!3
,1
JI
‘1

!4F0

k—

for the
for this

shows a sampling scope photograph
of the probe voltage for
an operating oscillator.
The agreement for such a simple

IOR

100

function

u is easily calculated

circuit, and Fig. 8 shows the results of such a calculation.
Here a current pulse of 10000 A/cm2, 0.1 ns wide with a
period of 2.2 ns has been applied to the circuit. The second

~
o

i to the probe voltage

of

matches well to the 50-ohm

load at

zone in the diode. This
state, from which the

diode recovers quickly. The drop in ~oltage propagates down
the line reaching the probe at C. The negative going pulse
next reaches the high-frequency
short provided by the fourslug tuner where the — 1 reflection coefficient causes a positive pulse to be reflected back toward the diode. This pulse
passes the probe at A and the process repeats itself.
If this analysis is correct,

certain

aspects of the oscillator

Shown also is a calculation
of the return loss versus frequency using an equivalent circuit model for the four-slug

behavior

tuner. The close agreement between these two results indicates that a reasonably accurate calculation
of the circuit

operation should be inversely proportional
to the length of
line between the low-pass filter and the diode. Fig. 9, which

impedance

gives some measurements

on two oscillators,

be the case. The pulsed

TRAPATT

by extending

seen by the active region of the diode can be made
the equivalent

circuit

to the active region of the

can be predicted.

For

example,

the frequency

of

shows this to

measurements

were
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“QED(’)
(a)

SAMPLING

V(t)t

SCOPE

(b)
Fig. 7.

z.-

(a) Simplified diode model. (b) Sampling probe position.

TIME

.
Fig, 10.
‘“”’’’kt,ns

2.0

1.0

o

A portion of the RF voltage waveform
for the TRAPATT
oscillator.

obtained by R. L. Johnston. The CW TR.APATT
results
were obtained with the oscillator described previously. Note

(a)

the rather large tuning
80.00

range

60.00

with frequency.

w
:

40.00
1d 20.00
>
0

range for this CW circuit.

output

Over this

decreases approximately

linearly

If the efficiency is assumed to be unsaturated

and the dc ourrent fixed, this linear decrease in power output
can be predicted

-Zo.m

o

the power

A
,B,
1.00

I
0.50

P,
1.50

2.oO

I
2.50

3.00

t, ns

(b)

from

the simple

model

lpresented

here.

These calculations will be discussed in Section V.
The frequency of operation for these oscillators can be
very accurately predicted by measuring the distance between
the reflecting plane of the filter and the diode. However, the
round-trip
delay for the pulse in this length of line does not
directly

give the period

of the oscillation.

Fig. 10 shows why

this is so. Shown there is a very simplified sketch of the voltage across the diode which triggers the traveling avalanche.
Because of the – 1 reflection
drop in voltage

coefficient

at A which produces

of the filter,

it is the

the over voltage

at B.

(c)

Therefore,
the period of the oscillation
must include the
time required for the diode voltage to drop to zero. This is

Fig. 8. Probe response. (a) Conduction current versus time.
(b) Calculated probe voltage. (c) Measured probe voltage.

typically about 0.1 ns for the germanium dic~des used in the
experiments described here. Since this is a small fraction of
the 2-ns period
is sufficiently

2500

–
J

2000

PULSED
TRAPATT

of the 500-MHz
accurate

oscillator,

the typical

for most calculations.

value

For example,

with a cavity length of 30.5 cm, the frequency calculated
from only the transmission line delay is491 MHz. However,
if 0.1 ns is added to the total

period,

the frequency

is 468

MHz. The measured frequency was 462 MHz.
It is also possible to construct a general circuit model for

–
/

.
x
z

[ 5(30

&
6
2
:
u.

this mode
inductance

of operation. Fig. 11 shows such a model. The
L is the usual diode lead inductance;
its size is

not critical,
more than

but it is helpful in driving the diode voltage to
twice breakdown
to initiate
the TRAPATT’

plasma

I 000

CW

500

o~

5

10
I!P

Oscillator

15
cm-;

required

A calcula-

by the diode in the high-current

state shows that a 50-ohm line is not able to supply the required current. Therefore, a lumped capacitance is required
at this point. Next is a length of transmission
line whose

TRPPATT

-/

Fig. 9.

state. The next element is a capacitance.

tion of the current

/

20

x 102

frequency versus filter position.

length determines the operating frequency. This line is terminated in a low-pass filter which appears to be a short circuit
at frequencies above the cutoff. Finally, a tuner is needed to
match the diode to the load.
This representation
of the coaxial circuit is very simple,
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t

Fig. 11.

Simplified

TRAPATT

circuit

model.

Olsc

(a)

I

LINE

FILTER

Fig. 12.

Simplified

TuNER

TRAPATT

circuit.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL
DATA FORCIRCUITSIIOWNIN FIG. 12
(b)
Low-Pass
Filter Cutoff

Power at
500 MHz (watts)

Power at
1000 MHz (watts)

700 MHz
1000 MHz
1500 MHz
3000 MHz
4000 MHz

2.7
1.7
2.5
1.3

—
1.4

4-slug filter

capacitance
capacitance

1.0
0.9
1.3

0.9
2.6

Fig. 13.

TRAPATT voltage (a) and current (b) waveforms.

in the immediate
vicinity
of the diode.1 The
which can be discharged during that time con-

sists of the lumped
pacitance

capacitance

of a length

of the high-current
can be written

near the diode and the ca-

of line which depends on the duration
state.2 Therefore,

the total

capacitance

as
CT = co + TP/zo

but Fig. 12 shows that this is all that is required.
simple circuit

which

is very useful for laboratory

Shown is a
measure-

(1)

where

ments. It consists of a coaxial air line with the diode mounted

CO= the lumped

in one end. Contacting

i-P= the length of time that the high-current
plasma state exists,

capacitor

formed

the diode package is a 1-pF lumped

by a disk on the center conductor.

A dis-

tance down the line is a commercial low-pass filter. Following the low-pass filter is a commercial
slotted coaxial line
tuner. The experimental
results for such an oscillator
are
shown in Table 1. Notice that generally speaking, as fewer
harmonics of the TRAPATT
oscillation are confined to the

capacitance

20= the characteristic

impedance

thus have a shape similar

degraded,

in Fig. 13(a). The sinusoidal

With

a slight

retuning

output

decreases.

of the circuit,

1-GHz

oscillations

or trapped-

of the coaxial

air line.

After
the plasma has been cleared from the diode, the
diode voltage is nearly back to its breakdown value. However, the capacitance near the diode can recover only as
quickly as the line can recharge it. The diode voltage will

high- Q cavity, the shape of the pulse reflected by the filter is
and the power

near the diode,

to that shown by the broken
variations

line

shown there are due

are excited. In that case the cavity is twice as long as it need

to ringing of the circuit inductance and capacitance near the
diode. To a first approximation,
it will be assumed that the

be, so that two pulses are on the line at the same time. This
circuit has also been used to build a high-efficiency
500-MHz
CW amplifier by placing a circulator
at the load terminals.

average value of the voltage near the diode increases linearly
after the high-current
state and stops when it reaches the

V. LOW-FREQUENCY

WAVEFORMS

In the last section a simple model of the diode and the circuit for a TRAPATT
oscillator were discussed. In this section the model will be expanded so that calculations on oscillator efficiency can be made in terms of some circuit parameters.
It was pointed out above that the conduction
current for
a 500-MHz oscillator is very large but flows for only a short
period of time. Therefore, charge which flows through
diode for this short period of time must come from

the
the

breakdown
voltage. This is a reasonable assumption
since
the capacitance near the diode is recharged by a transmission
line. For this model the conduction
current will have the
shape shown in Fig. 13(b). Initially
a large current flows
which discharges the lumped capacitance near the diode.
This is followed by a lower current which discharges a short
length of the transmission
line. This type of current waveform has been found in computer simulations of a 500-MHz
1 In some oscillators this may be present in the form of an RF
bypass capacitor in the dc bias connection.
2 In this regard the oscillator operates very much like the relaxation
oscillation analyzed by Ward and Udelson [7].
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If there is no lumped
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near the diode

(in this case the diode area is reduced so that the transmission
line

can supply

waveform

the required

is approximately

Neglecting

the initial

current

density)

rectangular

[5].

spike ofvoltage

the current
C,,=o.pf

which

initiates

the

traveling avalanche, the amplitudes of the fundamental
components of voltage and current, shown by the solid lines in
Fig. 13, are

Zrf

50$-1

T=2ns

and since WT1<<l,
/

~ p0

1

1

1

.2

4

.6

.8

Tp, ns

The power and impedance

at the fundamental

frequency

are
Fig. 14. Ac power versus trapped-plasma

duration
for several values of the lumped capacitance CO.

given by3
P = ~ Re(l,o.

(4)

Vat)

Z = VaJIaC.
The recovery
charging

during

by assuming

the recovery

T

a constant

and is given by

M/\

Z06’T.

TR.=
The dc current

(5)

time TR is estimated

current

TP

2.5

2“0

(6)

is given by
(7)

1////

CA=2
-v
-

OF

. .

z~=5012

where
W = 27r/T.
The charge 11~1comes from the lumped
is charged
Therefore,

to approximately

2 ~B

capacitor

CO which

(by the triggering

o

~y

.2

pulse).
Fig. 15.

Ac power versus trapped-plasma
for several oscillator

The charge 1*7P comes from
charged to about

the transmission

line which

VB
12TP

Equation

is

(7) can therefore

=

~

(9)

TP.

be written

I,,

27r7

output (normalized
to ~dcVB) for a 500-MH2 oscillator with
a 50-ohm line and various values of lumped capacitance

as

1

7P

(sin

wrP

+

j(cos

curve is for the case in which the

recovery time is neglected, i.e., the voltage recovers instantly

= —
—+———
1+’y
7r { 1+7
.:

7P

Although
this is a simple model of the oscillator it does
yield some interesting
results. Fig. 14 shows the ac power

near the diode. The broken

IdC

duration

frequencies.

‘y = 2cozo/Tp.

Therefore,

~B.

B

.4
‘P’ns

(lo)
LJ7P

–

after the trapped-plasma
state. The figure SIIOWSthat, for
high-current
states of short duration, the recharging part of
the cycle is instrumental

1))

where
8 The actual recovery would be approximately exponential,
linear approximation
is adequate for this discussion.

in producing

high-efficiency

oscilla-

tion. For a trapped plasma lasting about 0.1 ns, this increase
in ac power is more than a factor of 2 for a lumped capacitance of 4 pF.

)

but the

Fig. 15 shows the normalized ac power output as a function of TP with the oscillator period as a parameter, Using
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TABLE II
CO=2. PF
zo=50rl
v~

.5(3”

ac power (watts)
dc voltage (volts)
Efficiency (percent)
Diode resistance (ohms)
Diode reactance (ohms)

.3A

\

Calculation

Experimental

2.5
41.5

2.6
38.9

30

34

–33.7
16.7

–35.5
19.0

.25A
\

these curves and assuming a diode with a breakdown voltage
of 50 volts, the power output as a function of frequency for
various bias currents is obtained and is shown in Fig. 16. As
mentioned

Idc=,2A
\

previously,

has been observed
I
.5

I

impedance

I
FREQUENCY,

the decrease in power with frequency
experimentally.

(normalized

The normalized

results will be used in a specified example

GHz

diode

to V~/~&) is shown in Fig. 17. These
given below.

The

diode Q (the ratio of reactance to resistance) is shown in Fig.
Ac power versus frequency for values of dc bias current.

Fig. 16.

18. The Q is seen to be quite low for most values of ~P and
co.
For the 500-MHz oscillator considered in Section IV, the
total lumped capacitance near the diode is about 2.8 pF.

/

‘F

Using (7)-(9),

2.

“=(+%
2c0)z0

CO=4.PF

I
.2

~p is given by

(11)

z(3=50a

With a diode breakdown

T= 2.ns

of 200 mA, rp is found to be about 0.17 ns. Using this value

I
.4
rp, ns

I
.6

voltage of 50 volts and a dc current

of rp, the operating point for the oscillator can be found
from Figs. 14 and 17. The calculated values are compared

.8

with an experimental
oscillator
The dc voltage is calculated

in Table II.
from the voltage

waveform

shown in Fig. 13. The dc power is the product of this voltage
and the dc current. However, the waveforms shown in Fig.
13 do not allow any power dissipation,
so that the dc power
in excess of that converted

TP

However,

harmonics

are reactively

to 500-MHz

in the

energy must be in the

experimental

terminated

oscillator,

the

so that they do not dis-

sipate power. This situation can be achieved with the waveforms shown by assuming the current pulse begins just after

Tp ,ns

Fig. 17.

harmonics.

Diode impedance versus trapped-plasma

duration

for several values of the lumped capacitance CO.

the triggering voltage and requiring the voltage to drop with
a finite slope. This is found to make the higher harmonics
almost purely reactive while having little
mental.

The

power

dissipated

through

a diode is then

in

effect at the funda-

driving

the

avalanche

T = 2ns
z~= 5012
CO=4, PF

where rl is the time required for the avalanche to sweep
through the diode. This result follows if we assume that, for
the transmission-line
type of oscillator discussed here, the
peak diode voltage is about 2V~.
Bartelink and Scharfetter [8] have shown that the velocity

Q

~+

.2

.4
rp, ns

.6

Fig. 18. Diode Q (reactance/resistance)
versustrapped plasma duration 7P.

with which the avalanche

sweeps through

the diode is

EVANS : AVALANCHE-DIODE

where

AJa is the impurity

doped

depletion

region.

OSCILLATOR

CIRCUITS

concentration

for

1067

a uniformly

which

Therefore,

was suggested by the analysis and is very useful for

laboratory

work.

In Section V the low-frequency
qNa ~

form were examined

v, —

Pa. =.

tions

T
where 1 is
waveforms
to remove
have some

the depletion layer
could be modified
carriers from the
lumped capacitance

width. In a similar way the
to include the energy required
diode. For oscillators which
near the diode, the current at

the end of the trapped-plasma

state is small (at the time

when the voltage is increasing),

and therefore

during this part of the cycle maybe
complete

discussion

oscillators
Scharfetter

rather small. For a more

of the energy-loss

the reader is referred

the energy lost

mechanisms

in these

to a paper by DeLoach

and

[9].

hand, for large-area diodes, a great deal of terminal current
is required initially to drive the avalanche zone through the
This in turn

requires

rent, and breakdown

voltage.

In fact, even though
any material

parameters,

the

also that the impedance

of germanium

and silicon diodes is the same in this case since the normalizFinally,

since the minimum

fixed for a given diode, the dc current
quency to maintain

the efficiency.

minimum,
however,
versely proportional

the current
to T.
VI.

state

the traveling
trolled

and the low-pass

that

to sustain

avalanche.

by the

transit
filter.

If ,P is greater than the
need not

conditions

and sustain

it was found
in order

is

TP

must increase with frebe strictly

in-

to initiate

the

CONCLUSIONS

IV the circuit

In particular
be trapped

time is much longer than the diode recovery time. It was also
shown that the dc power
manium

are somewhat

The simple

model

requirements

for silicon

required

oscillation

higher

of this

Finally

pulse

which

between
circuit

discussed.

harmonics

was found

pulse

a simple

were

order

a voltage

The frequency
time

and ger-

different.
of TRAPATT

oscillators

which

has

design and per-

formance calculations.
However, very little has been said
about the diode design. The analysis assumes that a trappedplasma state can be excited and that the diode will generate
sufficient power in the harmonics to make up for circuit
losses, and regenerate the required voltage pulse.
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